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Editor’s view
We are starting the second phase of the CIPA newsletter by introducing its new style. After having published the first four newsletters we
decided to present the new CIPA newsletter. Read it and feel free to send us your views and comments so as to ensure its usefulness for
cultural heritage conservation, education and dissemination.
CIPA decided a year ago to establish its official newsletter and offer an official floor for experts in all disciplines of Cultural Heritage. Our aim is
to provide them space to freely express their views/articles and publish news, projects or disseminate any information related to recording,
documentation of conservation of CH.
As the editor of the CIPA newsletter, I invite you to submit anytime your work related to Cultural Heritage. Please send your work anytime; it will
be considered for the next issue.
In the fifth newsletter we are covering the CIPA activities; the new CIPA Executive Board elected for the period 2015-2018, the ICOMOS
General Assembly and Scientific Conference took place in Florence Italy, personal articles & views. We also have articles promoting
forthcoming workshops. At the same time we are covering projects’ activities. Finally, we give space to our sustaining members; their support
is so important for CIPA.
Enjoy reading our new CIPA newsletter!

Stratos Stylianidis
stratos@geoimaging.com.cy

Articles & Views

The new CIPA Executive Board
The last meeting of the CIPA Executive Board was held last June in Riva del Garda, Italy during the ISPRS Commission V Symposium
organized by Fabio Remondino, Commission V President.
The attendance of the meeting was very good and a lot of interesting matters concerning the future activities of CIPA were discussed. Among
others the present members discussed and by a voting consensus decided the structure of the Executive Board for the next four years, i.e.
2015-2018, as follows:
President
Prof Andreas Georgopoulos, Greece
Vice-Presidents
Prof Mario Santana, Canada - ICOMOS Delegate
Dr Fabio Remondino, Italy
Secretary General:
Prof Stratos Stylianidis, Cyprus
Treasurer
Prof. Jose Luis Lerma Garcia, Spain
Web Master
Prof. Fulvio Rinaudo, Italy

Members
Ms Ana Almagro, Spain
Prof Michael Doneus, Austria
Dr Rand Eppich, USA
Prof Gabriele Fangi, Italy
Prof Raphaelle Heno, France - ISPRS Delegate
Prof Minna Lonnqvist, Finland
Associate members
Prof. Pierre Grussenmeyer
Prof. Klaus Hanke, Austria
Dr Marinos Ioannides, Cyprus
Mr Cliff Ogleby, Australia
Mr Christian Ouimet, Canada
Prof Alex Yen, Taiwan - 2015 Symposium Director
It is expected that the new Executive Board will continue along the successful terms of the last quadrennium.

Andreas Georgopoulos
drag@central.ntua.gr

ICOMOS General Assembly
Florence 9-14 November 2014

The 18th ICOMOS General Assembly and Scientific Conference were organized by the ICOMOS
Italian National Committee last November in Florence. For a week hundreds of delegates from all
over the world gathered in Florence to get involved in deliberations and attend the Scientific
Symposium which had as main theme Heritage and Landscape as Human Values and five distinct
sub-themes.
Theme 1: Sharing and experiencing the identity of communities through tourism and interpretation
Theme 2: Landscape as cultural habitat
Theme 3: Sustainability through traditional knowledge
Theme 4: Community driven conservation and local empowerment
Theme 5: Emerging tools for conservation practice
Many CIPA members attended the Conference and presented papers during the Scientific
Symposium. During the Conference most of the ICOMΟS International Scientific Committees (ISC) organized side events. CIPA organized an
informal meeting on Thursday November 13th in the afternoon. The meeting was well advertised and it was attended by almost 30 persons,
more than any other ISC could attract !!
The agenda of the meeting was as follows:
2:30pm: Welcome words and intro of CIPA
3:30pm to 5:00pm: Heritage Documentation Showcases (Morocco, Florence,
Syria)
5:00pm to 5:30pm: Invitation to CIPA 2015, CIPA newsletter
5:30 pm to 6:00pm: Becoming a member of CIPA
An introduction to CIPA activities was given by the CIPA President, Prof. Mario Santana. The three subsequent speakers presented each a
case study related to CIPA's activities, i.e. heritage documentation lectures. Prof. Grazia Tucci of University of Florence described her
experiences with documenting complex objects using contemporary techniques. Prof. Gabriele Fangi of University of Ancona presented his
experience concerned about the Cultural Heritage documentation in Syria, which is at great risk. Then, Ms Sarah Ward talked about the
documentation of Cultural heritage in Morocco. The meeting was closed by the Secretary General, Prof. Andreas Georgopoulos, who explained
the benefits of becoming a member of CIPA and announced the upcoming CIPA International Symposium in Taiwan in 2015. A short video
prepared by the Organizing Committee was presented to the audience of the meeting.
Mario Santana & Andreas Georgopoulos
Mario.Santana@carleton.ca, drag@central.ntua.gr

Florence , “ Angels of mud” and cultural heritage in 3D
The ICOMOS General Assembly was held in Florence, Italy at November 2014.
CIPA had its own showcase during the Assembly meetings on Thursday November 13th. Thanks to Professor Grazia Tucci
from the University of Florence, we were able to gather at the Faculty of Architecture to see the latest state of the art
developments in recording and documentation of cultural heritage in Florence, work in saving the information and
documentation gathered from Syrian sites before the civil war and the latest documentation of earth architecture in Morocco.
The meeting was led by Professor Mario Santana Quintero, President of CIPA.
The site of Florence was historically important choice, not only for its world famous architecture and art, but because of the
crucial steps that have been taken there in saving the cultural heritage. The rescue process during the flooding of Venice and
Florence in 1966 became a landmark in the development of art conservation and restoration. The threats raised the public
awareness of saving the common cultural heritage. The list of damaged works of art included hundreds of paintings as well
as sculptures. Libraries, archives and other institutes were stricken as well as over a dozen churches that had faced
destruction in Florence. There were over a million waterlogged books and manuscripts. The so-called mud angels consisting
of international teams of volunteers helped to save valuable frescoes and sculptures from the flooding in Florence. From

thereof conservation and restoration became a larger interest of the public and was not solely kept as guild-like undertaking guarded by a few.
Public/community archaeology has also found increased interest. People find common ground in saving the shared heritage.
Professor Gabriele Fangi from Ancona, one of the board members of CIPA, was fittingly present at the CIPA showcase in Florence presenting
his photogrammetric documentation. He namely happens to be one of the so-called mud angels, who worked in the flooded city as a student in
1966. When the flood struck Venice and Florence, he volunteered to work in difficult conditions in Florence in the midst of muddy waters saving
books at the Central National Library. He remembers, how the volunteers were given typhoid vaccinations to prevent them from diseases that
could strike them in polluted waters. As a young boy Gabriele had often visited Florence, because his mother’s family originated from the city.
He remembers that those visits had a profound impact on him as he was able to gaze outstanding buildings, sculpture and paintings. As an
engineer he dedicated his work in saving the cultural heritage. At the meeting in Florence he presented his work from Syria, where he before
the civil war captured and documented valuable data of monuments, some of which are now partly destroyed: such as the Aleppo mosque and
citadel. Fangi’s team has also documented one of the tower tombs of Palmyra, the site that has been damaged in the war as well. This valuable
data is saved and will be shared for scientific use and will be available for a possible future process in reconstructing the Syrian heritage.
During the meeting we were also able to listen to Professor Tucci’s presentation of the impressive work that is carried out by the Faculty of
Architecture in Florence. The Faculty has produced 3D modelling of the famous buildings and sculpture of Florence for the heritage
documentation as well as modelling at the ethnographic sites of the so-called beehive houses in Syria. The present author also told about
landscape modelling in 3D in Syria, especially focusing on pastoral landscapes and their visibilities. Sarah Ward, student of Architecture, from
the University of Carleton in Canada presented the documentation of earth architecture, such as Kasbahs, in Morocco.
In addition, after the meeting some of us were able to visit the Faculty’s 3D laboratory providing 3D printing technology. There one could see
copies of famous large statues that have come out of a 3D printer. Some miniature models of buildings in Florence and archaeological objects
replicated in natural colours from a 3D printer were available to be touched. The 3D printing technology provides valuable material for museum
exhibitions for which collections need not to or cannot be loaned, also offering more varied interactive possibilities.
Minna Silver
mlonnqvi@mappi.helsinki.fi

Workshops
CIPA 2015 local organising committee welcomes you
The local organising committee for CIPA 2015, in Taipei, Taiwan, has been very diligently at
work in preparing for the upcoming Symposium, scheduled to be held from August 31 through
September 4, 2015, with special workshops to be held from August 28-30. This Symposium
will build upon the traditions and diligent efforts established in previous CIPA Symposiums
held in other countries. As you already know, for many years, CIPA has been making great
efforts integrating technology with cultural heritage conservation. Please visit the following
website for more detailed information: http://www.cipa2015.org/
Unique to this Symposium to be held in Taiwan is an emphasis on Asian cultural heritage in
this global community. Participants and guests to this Symposium will be able to spend a
week exploring the very best of not only cultural heritage, but will also be able to personally
explore Taiwan, a country noted for not only her culture, advanced technology, and freedom
of expression, but also night markets as well as some of the best tasting culinary treats that will satisfy even the most demanding palates, and
at affordable prices, too.
We enthusiastically encourage you to submit your papers at this international Symposium that will bring together scholars from around the
world. It will be a tremendous opportunity to learn about the latest research and technology used to preserve culture and to share your
knowledge with others, an opportunity available only once every two years. CIPA 2015 will be a unique forum for specialists in conservation
and technology to communicate and exchange their ideas.
For those interested in, below is contains some useful information and key dates to keep in mind:
January 01, 2015 - Submission site open
February 28, 2015 - Submission due (both full papers and extended abstracts)
April 15, 2015 - Notification of extended abstracts
May 1, 2015 - Notification of full reviewed papers
June 30, 2015 - Deadline for uploading all papers
July 15, 2015 - Last registration deadline for participants
August 31 - September 04, 2015 - 25th CIPA International Symposium in Taipei
Please note that paper manuscripts should be submitted electronically through the Copernicus Meeting. Submissions for the joint event are
completely electronic, and both the paper and all supplementary material must be submitted through the online submission website. The
submissions due date is February 28, 2015.
The Symposium will be held at China University of Technology, located in the south-east region of Taipei City, Taiwan. Taipei city is
conveniently accessible by MRT and connected to the Taoyuan International Airport by highway, bus, and taxi. Travel information will be
available at the symposium website.
Once again, the CIPA 2015 organising committee warmly welcomes you to attend this special Symposium.
Sincerely,
CIPA 2015 Local Organizing Committee

CIPA / ISPRS Workshop on " Underwater 3D recording & modelling"
CIPA and ISPRS are jointly organising the first and unique international workshop on "UNDERWATER 3D RECORDING & MODELING" Experiences in data acquisition, calibration, orientation, modelling & accuracy assessment. The event will take place in Piano di Sorrento
(Napoli, Italy) on 16-17 April 2015.

The main goal of the event is to bring together scientists, developers and advanced users in underwater 3D recording, and related disciplines
for documentation, in underwater scenarios
Topics of the event include:
Underwater photogrammetry
Cultural heritage
Marine biology
Underwater camera calibration
Underwater 3D scanning
Underwater platforms (ROV, robots, etc.)
4D modelling3D bathymetry
Active and passive sensors integration
Data processing and 3D modelling
Reference control and accuracy assessment
The invited speakers of the workshops are:
Mark Shortis, RMIT University, Australia – “A review of calibration, validation and 3D measurement techniques for underwater stereovideo systems”
Pierre Drap, LSIS laboratory, CNRS France – “Deep underwater surveys by photogrammetry for underwater archeology and marine
biology”
Guido Gay, Gaymarine – “DAEDALUS - A sail yacht solo-handled exploring seabed beyond –1000m depth”
http://3dom.fbk.eu/files/underwater/index.html;
Fabio Menna
fmenna@fbk.eu

Projects
Enriching Europeana with digital heritage assets – the 3D-ICONS project
The goal of the 3D-ICONS project (http://3dicons-project.eu) - funded under the European Commission’s ICT Policy Support Program - is to
provide Europeana (http://www.europeana.eu) with a large number (more than 3000) of 3D models of architectural and archaeological sites,
monuments and objects of remarkable cultural importance, masterpieces of European history, culture and natural heritage. The generated 3D
digital models must be metrically correct but, most of all, they have to be simplified in order to be accessible and viewable on the Europeana
web portal. In order to reach the project aims, a suitable 3D surveying and modelling workflow had to be defined. The 3D Optical Metrology
(3DOM – http://3dom.fbk.eu) research unit of the Bruno Kessler Foundation (FBK) in Trento (Italy) contributed to the 3D-ICONS project with
various 3D heritage assets and employing photogrammetry and laser scanning as 3D digitization techniques.
The heritage assets that FBK-3DOM created and ingested in the Europeana portal are:
1. various archaeological artefacts located in some Italian museums (Buonconsiglio Castle museum, Trento; national museum in Paestum;
Etruscan museums of Vulci, Chianciano, Canino and Villa Giulia in Rome);
2. some medieval castles located in the Trentino region (Avio, Beseno, Drena, Stenico, Valer and Buonconsiglio);
3. some underground and painted Etruscan tombs located in the Necropolis of Calvario (Baccanti, Bartoccini, Bettini, Blue Demons,
Cardarelli, Jugglers, Leopards) and Monterozzi (Augurs, Baron, Panthers) in Tarquinia, in the Necropolis of Banditaccia (Reliefs) in
Cerveteri and in the Necropolis of Vulci (Monkey);
4. the roman theater in Ventimiglia;
5. WWI fortresses located in the Trentino region (Posten Spitz Verle, Werk Serrada and Werk Sommo);
6. the three peaks of Lavaredo. The heritage assets ingested in Europeana are available as 3D model, images or video (rendering).
Due to the variety of the selected masterpieces in terms of locations (indoor, outdoor and underground), dimensions (from few centimetres to
some meters), types (architectures, artefacts, etc.) and materials, the developed 3D digitization methodology had to be reliable and scalable in
order to be apply in every condition and scenario.
All produced 3D models are photo-realistic and metrically scaled in order to be suitable for visualization purposes (the primary goal of the 3DICONS project) as well as reusable for further applications such as documentation, virtual visits, communication, physical replicas, etc. All 3D
models are enriched with metadata and paradata and finally down-sampled (mainly in geometry) for web visualization. The access to each

digital resource provided by FBK-3DOM is allowed through ad-hoc landing pages available from FBK website and accessible from both
Europeana and 3D-ICONS web portal (http://3d_icons.ipet.gr/). The landing pages are both static (such as for images and movies, Figure 1)
and dynamic, with a webGL-based viewer (Figure 2) for 3D models or navigable panoramic images (Figure 3). Each landing page also
displays all the metadata and paradata information related to the digital resource shown.

Figure 1. Example of static landing pages: complete list of images provided for the Roman theatre in Ventimiglia (up left); single image with
paradata and metadata (up right); movie created from rendering of the 3D model of Beseno castle with paradata, metadata and the link for
watching the movie.
http://3dom.fbk.eu/...movies_FBK.html

Figure 2. Example of landing page with the interactive webGL viewer for web visualization of the 3D model of the Sarcophagus of the Spouses.
http://3dom.fbk.eu/..3D_FBK.html

Figure 3. Example of landing page with an interactive panorama of the Etruscan Bartoccini tomb with paradata information about the provided
3D model
http://3dom.fbk.eu/.._3d_model_FBK.html
Erica Nocerino
nocerino@fbk.eu

Heritage monuments of WWI - The vast project
2014 was the 100th anniversary of the beginning of the First World War (WWI) - or Great War - in Europe and a number of initiatives have been
planned to commemorate the tragic event. Until 1918, the Trentino – Alto Adige region in northern-east Italy was under the Austro – Hungarian
Empire and represented one of the most crucial and bloody war front between the Austrian and Italian territories. The region borders were
constellated of military fortresses, theatre of battles between the two opposite troops. Unfortunately, most of these military buildings are now
ruined and their architectures can be hardly appreciated.

Figure 1: The Dosso delle Somme fort (werk Serrada in German) as it looked in 1914 and as it looks now.
The VAST project (Valorisation Storia e Territorio – Valorization of History and Landscape, http://vast.fbk.eu), funded by CARITRO, aims to
digitally reconstruct some of these heritage fortresses located on the plateaus of Luserna, Lavarone and Folgaria. The project wants to digitally
document and valorize - using modern and innovative technologies integrated with historical material - military architectures that were the
scene and witnesses of the bloody events of WWI. Digital 3D reconstruction and visualization techniques play a key role, allowing new and
interesting approaches for preservation, restoration, promotion and dissemination.

Figure 2: Locations of the Austro-Hungarian fortresses along the old national south-eastern border (before 1918) between Italy and the Austro–
Hungarian empire - nowadays a regional border between Trentino – Alto Adige and Veneto region (left). Data acquisition in the field (right).
The 3D Optical Metrology (3DOM – http://3dom.fbk.eu) research unit of the Bruno Kessler Foundation (FBK) in Trento (Italy) developed an
integrated methodology to collect and employ all possible source of information (old maps, images, range data, etc.) in order to derive metric
and photo-realistic 3D representations of WWI fortresses. Terrestrial photogrammetry and laser scanning techniques were employed to acquire
accurate measurements on the military buildings in their actual state of conservation. Historical construction plans were then digitized and used
as base for a CAAD modeling workflow. Finally, further information (construction materials, shape of coverage, etc.) were recovered from
additional material (historical photos, books, etc.) and integrated with the other material.
The outcomes of the project are 3D models and animations which will be used for the valorisation of these military architectures.

Figure 3: 3D models WWI fortresses integrated in their landscape: Cherle fort or werk Sebastiano (a, b), Vezzena fort or werk Posten Spitz
Verle (c, d), Sommo Alto fort or werk Sommo (e), Dosso delle Somme fort or werk Serrada (f).
The outcomes of the project are 3D models and animations which will be used for the valorization of these military architectures.

Sustaining Members
RIEGL LiDAR 2015: One Conference in Two Locations!

Simone Minto
minto@fbk.eu

Following the exceptional success of RIEGL LiDAR 2013, which was held in Vienna, Austria, RIEGL has announced their next user
conference, RIEGL LiDAR 2015. RIEGL LiDAR 2015 is going to be one conference held in two exciting locations.
RIEGL LiDAR 2015 will be held Tuesday, May 5 through Thursday, May 7 in Hong Kong, and Thursday, May 7 and Friday, May 8 in
Guangzhou (Canton), China.

.
Take part in brand new RIEGL hard and software introductions, experience captivating keynotes and presentations from industry experts, meet
with other members from the worldwide RIEGL community, and join for exciting social and networking events in the spectacular surrounding of
two vibrant mega cities!
RIEGL chose to host this unique concept of a dual conference for a multitude of factors. The first factor is the announcement of RIEGL’s new
office in Beijing, RIEGL China. The second being that Asia, especially China, is one of the fastest growing markets for RIEGL. Hosting these
dual conferences will make it more convenient and easier for RIEGL users and potential users to attend.
RIEGL is putting together a diverse and exciting agenda for RIEGL LiDAR 2015, proving the broad usage of RIEGL LiDAR equipment in
applications such as airborne scanning, bathymetry, UAV scanning, terrestrial scanning, mining, forensics, archaeology, mobile scanning,
railway scanning, and more. The RIEGL LiDAR 2015 user conference will focus on user presentations reporting on projects using RIEGL
LiDAR equipment, scientific, and partner presentations, as well as on latest developments and product news from RIEGL. Abstract
submissions are much appreciated!
RIEGL is pleased to announce its first keynote speaker for RIEGL LiDAR 2015: Mr. Lawrie Jordan, Director of Imagery from Esri, with over
thirty years of experience as a leader in the field of image processing and remote sensing.
Many sponsors are already using the event to present their products and services in the associated exhibitions, among them Esri as Platinum
Sponsor. Sponsorship opportunities are still available.
Please visit the conference website www.riegllidar.com for more information on the event, for submission of abstracts, sponsoring
opportunities, and registration!

The Getty Conservation Institute is a private, non-profit institution that works internationally to advance heritage conservation practice through
scientific research, education and training, model field projects, and the dissemination of knowledge. The work the GCI undertakes seeks to
address unsolved problems, to have impact beyond a particular site or object, and to be sustainable over time. The work of the GCI is primarily
project based, with many projects involving close collaboration with local, national, and international partners. In all its endeavors, the
Conservation Institute focuses on the creation and dissemination of knowledge that will benefit the professionals and organizations responsible
for the conservation of the world's cultural heritage. The GCI is pleased to make available online to the heritage conservation community a wide
variety of resources including publications, teaching materials, newsletter articles, conference proceedings and lectures, and videos. The GCI
is based in Los Angeles and is a program of the J. Paul Getty Trust.

website: www.getty.edu/conservation

Breuckmann scanner has been a sustaining member of CIPA for many years supporting applications within arts
and cultural heritage. In 2013 we initiated the ‘Bernd Breuckmann Award’ to acknowledge and support the best
‘3D Scanning Research Idea’ of a non-profit scanning project in the field of arts and culture. We believe that
excellent ideas are not only worthy of outstanding technology, but equally so deserve encouragement and

support. Deadline for the Award 2014 is January 16th, 2015. The next deadline for the next award will be
announced in fall 2015.
http://aicon3d.com/breuckmann-scanner/arts-culture/the-bernd-breuckmann-award.html
Pictures with caption from last years award winners:

The UAV technology has been strongly developing since 2012. More than simple pictures and
videos, these tools can take high resolution cameras on board, able to produce photogrammetric
quality images. Coupled with software that extract geometry (point clouds computed by automatic
correlation, orthophotos...), these new technologies – still changing – open new perspectives to the
land surveying sector. TPLM-3D has been using this technology recently in a pilot project on a roman
church of the 12th century and its surrounding terrain. The goal of this pilot project was to compare the accuracy of a point cloud derived from
auto-correlation with a point cloud of terrestrial (fix) laser scanner. This test has also allowed to validate the generation of ground orthophotos
with lower budget, and to tackle the technical specifications for a survey achieved by UAV: vegetation cover, weather and sunlight conditions.
Further projects for the UAV airborne surveys done by TPLM-3D are for instance:
Orthophotography of high edifices facades where usual digital picture devices cannot can’t be implemented
Cartography and digital elevation models of terrains up to several acres
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